Simultaneous analysis of multiple polymorphic loci using amplified sequence polymorphisms (ASPs).
In this paper we present a systematic approach to gene mapping and genotyping based on the simultaneous analysis of multiple amplified sequence polymorphisms (ASPs). These genetic markers measure variation in DNA sequences which have been amplified by a polymerase and/or a ligase. The amplified sequence lengths are determined by appropriate choice of oligonucleotides used in the amplification reaction. We describe three classes of ASPs: restriction site polymorphisms, sequence length polymorphisms, and DNA base pair changes not associated with restriction sites. Simultaneous analysis of multiple ASPs using a modified automated DNA sequencing apparatus should be possible because amplification with oligonucleotides provides control over the fragment lengths generated. Development of an automated ASP technology is therefore the next logical step for efficient gene mapping and genotyping of individuals. With this technology, one gel would be sufficient to indicate the most probable locations of a gene and a second gel would permit the selection of the correct location while simultaneously providing a fine structure map.